Nissan Forklift

Nissan prides itself on attaining total consumer fulfillment when their buyer is enjoying one of their various trucks, cars or forklifts. Nissan Forklift branch is a wholly owned subsidiary of Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. They are committed to delivering high value and meticulous quality standards to their clients. Incorporating a fruitful heritage combined with resilient processing principals, Nissan Forklifts offer many of the finest materials handling equipment the industry has to offer.

Nissan Forklifts has recently added a European manufacturing warehouse in Sweden to keep up with worldwide forklift demands. Dedicated to delivering consumer support, the business has four distinct production facilities that allow them to constantly adapt to their clients continually evolving needs by providing an array of innovative ideas and designs.

The Nissan Lift truck North and South American center is stationed in Marengo, Illinois. A devoted team of 350 personnel is committed to the cooperation, design and manufacture of their products. Working under the ISO-9001 and ISO-14001 certifications, enables each sector of the Nissan Forklift Corporation to maintain environmental responsibility by using methods that limit the global effect of their products and processes. These high values remind customers that Nissan operates under the quality seal that their clients command while being an environmentally responsive company.

Nissan is fairly confident that any of their consumers inquiries and client concerns directed towards them can be fully addressed. Always available through their website or by calling 800.871.LIFT, contacting one of their community sanctioned dealers or even going to their Midwestern office, Nissan Forklift Corporation is confident you will be impressed with their warmth and dedication.